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Why are Herbs so Popular?

⚫ Mass appeal of TV cooking shows with chefs using 

fresh herbs.

⚫ Easy access to recipes via the internet.

⚫ Recommendations to eat heart-healthy meals by 

replacing salt and fat with herbs for flavor.

⚫ Popular gardening trends include edible gardens and 

herbs planted in containers.

⚫ Continued cultural & ethnic diversification in the U.S.

⚫ Interest in herbal medicine and nutrition.



Herb Growing Basics

⚫ Herb gardening keys to success

– Sun, soil, water, fertilizer

– Herbs grown in containers

⚫ How to grow and harvest 8 popular herbs

– Basil - Mint

– Chives - Parsley

– Cilantro - Rosemary

– Dill - Thyme



Herb Gardening Keys to Success



Herb Gardening Keys to Success

⚫ You don’t need a dedicated herb garden!

⚫ Most culinary herbs require at least 6 hours of 
sunlight a day.

⚫ Culinary herbs in the home garden should 
receive 1 inch of water per week for vigorous 
growth and health.

⚫ Herbs thrive in rich soil that is filled with organic 
matter with great drainage.
– Herbs are often said to prefer poor soil. In our area, 

herbs will tolerate low soil fertility but do not thrive.



Herb Gardening Keys to Success

⚫ All herbs respond differently to amounts of 
fertilizer. In general, over fertilization of herbs 
will result in lush growth but less flavor and 
aroma.

⚫ When spaced and grown properly, herbs 
rarely suffer severe disease or insect 
damage.

⚫ The fragrance, taste and texture of many 
herbs make them unpalatable or unattractive 
to many pests and wildlife.



Herb Gardening in Containers

⚫ Most herbs adapt readily to being grown      
in containers.

⚫ Containers can be moved for maximum 
impact in the landscape and optimum sun 
exposure.

⚫ Containers will need occasional fertilization 
as watering washes away nutrients.

⚫ Herb container plants can be brought indoors 
in winter for continued enjoyment and 
harvest.



A bountiful container with silver herb plants.



How to Grow and Harvest Herbs



Basil



Basil

⚫ Basil is an annual plant, so flowers need to be removed 

to continue leaf production and encourage bushiness.

⚫ Propagation: easy to start from seed indoors or outdoors 

or buy small plants to transplant.

– May need multiple plants to have a sufficient harvest for pesto.

⚫ Basil is sensitive to cold.
– Seed or transplant when soil is warm, as with tomatoes.

– Leaves often show damage when exposed to temperatures        

of 50°F or lower.

⚫ Susceptible to damage from Japanese beetles.
– Cover plants.

– Hand pick beetles.



Harvesting basil

• Pinch or cut flowers so 
plant doesn’t put energy 
into flower and seed 
production.

• Don’t harvest individual 
leaves.

• Cut 1/3 to 1/2 of a stem 
above a set of leaves 
because the plant will 
grow side shoots with 
more leaves and become 
bushier.

• Harvest no more than 1/3 
to 1/2 of the plant.

• Handle leaves gently when 
harvesting since leaves 
bruise easily.



Chives



Chives

⚫ Chives are a perennial plant, which means the plant 

will live year after year.

⚫ Propagation: easy to divide an existing plant, can be 

started from seed indoors or outdoors, or small plants 

can be transplanted.

– When starting from seed, need multiple seeds for a 

good-sized clump.

⚫ Chives are rarely bothered by pests or disease.  The 

biggest complaint about chives is the plant can reseed 

aggressively.



Harvesting chives
• Use the “grab & cut” 

method

• Grab some leaves 

and cut to within 2 

inches of the ground

• When cutting off 

flowers to prevent 

reseeding, can cut 

entire clump to within 

2 inches of ground 

and will quickly get 

new growth.



Chive flowers with seeds



Cilantro
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Cilantro

⚫ Cilantro is an annual plant, so it will stop producing 
edible leaves when it flowers.

– When using the leaf, called cilantro. Leaf looks like parsley.

– When using the seed, called coriander

⚫ Propagation: easy to start from seed indoors or outdoors 
or buy small plants to transplant.

⚫ Cilantro is not easy to grow over a long summer 
because it “bolts” (goes to flower) quickly when 
temperature gets hot. Grows better in spring & fall.

– Flower stalk has feathery leaves.

⚫ Plant seeds every two weeks for a succession of 
cilantro.



Edible cilantro leaves

Feathery leaves on 

flower stalk don’t 

have the signature 

taste.



Harvesting cilantro

• Plant grows in a clump or 
rosette, so harvest stems 
on the outside first. Can 
cut stem to the ground.

• New stems grow from the 
center.

• When flowers appear, stop 
harvesting because 
feathery leaves don’t have 
the same cilantro taste. 

• Can let flower develop 
seeds for harvesting as 
coriander or leave seeds 
on plant to allow             
re-seeding for plants next 
year.



Dill   



Dill

⚫ Dill is an annual plant which grows tall and upright.  It 
will not become bushy if stems are cut.

⚫ Dill is valued for its leaves (“dill weed”), flowers, and 
seeds.

⚫ Propagation: easy to start from seed outdoors or buy a 
pot of small plants to transplant.

⚫ Can have a succession of dill by planting seeds every 
two or three weeks.

⚫ If you allow dill to go to seed, it will re-seed for next 
year.



Harvesting dill

• Can be harvested when 
plants are approximately   
6” tall.

• On young plants, grasp 
the leaf at the bottom of 
the stem and gently break 
off.

• Take the largest, oldest 
leaves first.  Do not take 
smaller leaves from the 
center of the plant as they 
will continue to grow.



Harvesting dill

• As dill matures, a main 
stem develops.

• Harvest individual leaves 
by pulling or cutting leaves 
off of the main stem from 
the bottom up.

• Use flower heads in pickle 
recipes.

• Flowers will develop into 
seeds.  Cut off whole seed 
head when seeds are dark 
brown and place in paper 
bag to dry.



Mint   



Mint

⚫ Mint is a perennial plant which lives through our winter.

⚫ There are 2 main mints: spearmint and peppermint.

⚫ Propagation: the best tasting mints come from cuttings 
or division.  Though mint seeds are commonly available, 
mint grown from seeds doesn’t have the best, sweet 
tasting leaves.

⚫ Mint is one of the few culinary herbs that grows well in 
partial shade.

⚫ Mint is an aggressive plant with roots that can run 
everywhere if planted in the ground. 



Spearmint planted in a 6” pot.  Roots have circled 

around the edge in just 6 months.  Plant must be 

divided or it will die.



Spearmint planted in a chimney tile with stems growing 

over the edge and rooting in the ground.



Harvesting mint

• As with basil, don’t harvest 
individual leaves.

• Cut about 1/2 of a stem 
above a set of leaves 
because the plant will 
grow side shoots with 
more leaves and become 
bushier.

• As mint begins to flower, 
aggressively prune it. Cut 
stems almost to the 
ground by keeping one or 
two pairs of leaves on 
each stem. The plant will 
be rejuvenated and grow 
more fresh stems and 
leaves.



Parsley



Parsley

⚫ Two types of parsley
– Flat Leaf or Italian, preferred by cooks

– Curly Leaf, preferred as garnish

⚫ Parsley is a biennial plant
– First year in your garden, plant grows only leaves.

– Plant will live through our winter.

– Second year in garden, plant will flower, produce seed, & die.
⚫ Second year parsley is a fresh burst of green early in spring.

⚫ Parsley leaves have bitter taste when flowering.

⚫ It’s often recommended to grow parsley “as an annual,”             

i.e., remove the plant in the fall of the first year.

⚫ Propagation: can start from seed indoors or outdoors.
– Seeds take a long time to germinate, so buying plants to 

transplant into your garden or a pot may be easier.  



Parsley, dill & fennel  

are larval food for black 

swallowtail butterfly.



Harvesting parsley

• Plant grows in a clump or 
rosette, so harvest stems 
on the outside first. Can 
cut stem to the ground 
(similar to cilantro.)

• New stems grow from the 
center.



Rosemary



Rosemary

⚫ Rosemary is a perennial plant, living year after year.  
However, rosemary won’t live through our cold 
winters, so it is known here as a tender perennial.

⚫ Propagation: almost all rosemary plants are from 
cuttings, so it’s best to buy a small plant to transplant 
into your garden or a larger pot.

⚫ Many rosemary cultivars with different characteristics
– Upright stems, trailing stems, cold hardiness, leaf color,      

leaf size, height, flower color

⚫ Can grow rosemary from seed, but plants are variable.  
May not grow into a nice form with lots of bushy 
stems.



Rosemary in Arizona



Harvesting rosemary

Since there are many 

leaves along a stem, you 

don’t need to worry about 

cutting above a pair of 

leaves, as with basil.  But 

wherever you cut, the plant 

will grow side shoots.  Cut 

far enough down the stem 

so new growth isn’t 

concentrated at the tips of 

the stems.

No

Yes



Thyme



Thyme

⚫ Thyme is perennial, and most thyme plants will live 

year after year through our winters. 

⚫ In general there are 2 forms of thyme
– Upright – easier to use for cooking

– Creeping – most are edible, but difficult to harvest for cooking.

⚫ Propagation:  basic cooking thyme is easy to start from 

seed indoors or buy a small plant to transplant.
– Seeds are tiny!  Need multiple seeds in a pot to grow a clump. 

– Many cultivars of thyme are propagated only from cuttings and 

can’t be started from seed.  Characteristics include different 

tastes (lemon), leaf color, flower color, and leaf variegation.

– Creeping thymes are easy to divide.



Harvesting thyme

• Use the “grab & cut” 

method, like chives.

• Grab a few stems and 

cut to within 2 inches 

of the ground. Be sure 

there are green leaves 

below the cut.

• The best tasting thyme 

leaves are harvested 

before the plant 

flowers, however the 

leaves are still tasty 

after flowering.



Herb Growing Basics Q&A


